215NB24265
LOW LEAD
FULL PORT
BALL VALVE

7.875" METER OPENING

215NB24265
LOW LEAD
FULL PORT
BALL VALVE

7.875" HEIGHT

LOW LEAD SPUD

INLET RISER
3/4" I.D.

LOW LEAD SPUD

OUTLET RISER
3/4" I.D.

110 COMPRESSION
FOR CTS

TOLERANCES — MACHINING
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
BREAK EDGES
FINISH SURFACES
MACH .006/.016

FRACTIONS
±1/64

DECIMALS
2 PL ±0.025

ANGLES
±1°

3 PL ±0.010

MAT'L
5/8" X 3/4"
LOW LEAD METER SETTER

Mueller Co.